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In the expanses of undeveloped public lands in the Ameri-
can Southwest, it may be tempting to perceive them as 
empty and unoccupied landscapes. Such a perception 
may be particularly common with respect to many of the 

national parks, national forests, and holdings under the juris-
diction of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), which are 
often prized for their natural, undeveloped, and even wilder-
ness characteristics. From the perspective of Indian tribes with 
ancestral ties to federally managed lands, these lands are not 
empty. Rather, they are filled with places that are memorialized 
in tribal oral traditions, stories, and songs and that are often 
still visited for various purposes. For the most part, tribes have 
never really relinquished or disregarded their connections to 
these places. As tribes increasingly establish their own cultural 
resources departments, including assuming the responsibilities 
of Tribal Historic Preservation Officers (THPOs), they have 
become more knowledgeable about federal and state cultural 
resource laws and regulations and more engaged in the deci-
sion-making processes of federal and state agencies.

The Hualapai Indian Reservation in northwestern Arizona 
occupies approximately one million acres of typically high 
desert country bordering 108 miles of the Colorado River in 
the western Grand Canyon area. Aboriginally, as a primarily 
hunting and gathering society that also engaged in small-scale 
farming, the Hualapai people formerly utilized about seven 
times more land area. Most of this land was ultimately usurped, 
mainly by ranching and mining interests, but not until the last 
half of the nineteenth century when growing conflict led to 
intervention by the U.S. Army and the establishment of the 
Reservation by Executive Order in 1883.

The Hualapai people regard their place of origin at a free-
flowing spring that erupts from the rocks in a small canyon 
near the base of a mountain in southeastern Nevada known 
as Wíkahmé or Spirit Mountain. This is acknowledged as the 
place of origin for all of the peoples who speak Yuman lan-
guages, of which the Hualapai are one such group. (The 
Hualapai often refer to the “Pai” language group rather than 
use the term “Yuman.”) The people were led to the Colorado 
River, where they lived for a time and learned how to sur-
vive off the land. As their numbers grew, some people were 

left to live by the river while others were led to the deserts, 
canyons, and plateaus to the east. Eventually, further migra-
tions occurred, resulting in the formation of many interrelated 
bands, as well as other discrete tribes (such as the Yavapai, 
another Yuman language people who, at times, were adver-
saries of the Hualapai). Bands often were tethered to springs, 
rivers, and cooler mountains in the often harsh desert environ-
ment, deriving their group names from the places that were 
their main home base (e.g., Haka’sa Pa’a, for the Pine Springs 
People). The ancestral Hualapai bands were mobile, however, 
and moved their camps seasonally throughout a more or less 
prescribed territory to harvest available plant foods and hunt 
game, at times cooperating among bands and at other times 
splitting off into smaller groups as the resource base allowed.

This brief and overgeneralized history serves to demon-
strate that over countless generations the Hualapai became 
knowledgeable about a vast landscape, populated by famil-
iar landmarks, varied ecological zones and niches, places to 
obtain natural resources for food and tools, ancient settlement 
areas, and burial grounds, many of which are embodied in sto-
ries and songs. Mountain peaks in particular were regarded as 
places of power that were utilized by shamans for the purpose of 
communicating with spirits and sending out prayers. It should 
be no wonder, then, that many places that are now outside of 
their presently recognized territorial jurisdiction, and which fall 
within a multitude of administrative and jurisdictional boundar-
ies, remain of great concern to many Hualapai tribal members. 
One of the authors is often reminded of a Hualapai elder who 
drove him around to visit ancestral places off the reservation, 
just to “take care of them.” Clearly, he still considered these 
places part of Hualapai territory. In deep and personal ways, such 
places were never really relinquished as a result of “conquest.”

In 2005, the Hualapai Department of Cultural Resources 
(HDCR) launched an initiative to establish the Hualapai Cul-
tural Atlas, a geographic information systems (GIS) based 
compendium of tribal knowledge about the ancestral land-
scape. Initially a place names geodatabase developed using 
ESRI “ArcGIS” software, the Cultural Atlas has evolved to 
include links to scanned archival documents, photos, video 
and audio clips (usually conveying contemporary oral histo-
ries or songs), and, most recently, genealogical information 
related to bands and lineages from various ancestral areas. The 
word “evolved” is important here because as the application 
was developed, an open framework (html) was chosen to serve 
both as a convenient package to hold linked information and 
as a doorway to access that information. Then, as new kinds of 
information become available, or as new needs arise, it is rela-
tively easy to accommodate such developments in the Atlas. 
If there is a geographic aspect to something, there is likely a 
way to depict it visually through GIS mapping and through 
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the procedural framework of historic preservation law to seek 
protection for places that hold religious and cultural impor-
tance. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA) requires that any federal agency that is considering 
a proposed federal or federally assisted undertaking must take 
into account the effects of the undertaking on any property 
that is listed on or eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places and afford the Advisory Council Historic Preserva-
tion an opportunity to comment. 16 U.S.C. § 470f. Places that 
hold religious and cultural importance for Indian tribes may be 
eligible for the National Register, and, if such a historic prop-
erty would be affected by a proposed undertaking, the federal 
agency has a statutory duty to consult with the concerned tribe 
in the section 106 process. 16 U.S.C. § 470a(d)(6). These 
requirements are implemented through regulations issued by 
the Advisory Council. 36 C.F.R. pt. 800.

In the section 106 process as set out in the regulations, the 
Advisory Council generally does not participate directly in the 
review of individual undertakings. Rather, the regulations pro-
vide for a prominent role to be performed by State Historic 
Preservation Officers (SHPOs). NHPA amendments enacted in 
1992, authorize tribes to establish THPOs and, when approved 
by the Secretary of the Interior (acting through the National 
Park Service (NPS)), assume duties for tribal lands that are 
performed elsewhere by the SHPO. 16 U.S.C. 470a(d)(2).

The criteria for eligibility for the National Register are set 
out in regulations issued by NPS. The kinds of properties that 
may be listed on the National Register include districts, sites, 
buildings, structures, and objects. Such a property may be eli-
gible for the National Register if it meets one or more of the 
criteria, that is, if it: (a) is “associated with events that have 
made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history;” (b) is “associated with the lives of persons significant 
in our past;” (c) “embod [ies] the distinctive characteristics of a 
type, period, or method of construction, or . . . represent[s] the 
work of a master, or . . . possess[es] high artistic values, or . . . 
represent[s] a significant and distinguishable entity whose com-
ponents may lack individual distinction;” or (d) “has yielded, 
or may be likely to yield, information important in prehis-
tory or history.” 36 C.F.R. § 60.4. NPS regulations establish a 
process for determinations of eligibility for the National Regis-
ter. 36 C.F.R. Part 63. In practice, however, identification and 
evaluation often takes place within the section 106 process, 
during the identification step. 36 C.F.R. § 800.4.

In cases of Native American places of significance, these 
criteria must be contextualized to reflect the perspectives of 
the people who hold such places significant. This applies to 
any place that has local significance for people of any back-
ground. The National Register has never been understood as 
reflecting only national values or importance at that scale, 
but also including places of local and regional importance. 
For native people, “significant contributions” are often very 
broad, reflecting and shaping the very identity of a people, 
to more specific aspects of culture and history, such as cul-
turally significant plant or mineral gathering areas, sacred 
geography memorialized in creation and migration stories and 
songs, rocky hill slopes where burials were known to have 
been placed, sites where significant historic events took place 
(such as battles with the U.S. Army), or any number of kinds 
of places deemed important. There are no finite limitations, 
although a certain level of documentation is typically required 
to arrive at a determination of eligibility.

links to various media. Presently, the Atlas includes more than 
900 place names recorded in the geodatabase, including settle-
ment areas, landmarks, springs and other water sources, “rock 
writing” sites (petroglyphs and pictographs), aboriginal trails, 
general band territories, plant-gathering areas, and other types 
of information.

In continuing to be concerned about and connected to 
places outside their territorial jurisdiction, the Hualapai people 
are like other indigenous peoples around the world. Such con-
cerns have been recognized in the United Nations Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Declaration). U.N. docu-
ment A/61/L.67 (7 Sept. 2007), available at www.un.org/esa/
socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf. For example, Arti-
cle 12 of the Declaration provides: “Indigenous peoples have 
the right to manifest, practice, develop and teach their spiri-
tual and religious traditions, customs and ceremonies; the right 
to maintain, protect, and have access in privacy to their reli-
gious and cultural sites; . . .” Article 25 provides: “Indigenous 
peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their dis-
tinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally owned 
or otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and 
coastal seas and other resources and to uphold their responsi-
bilities to future generations in this regard.” See also Articles 
11, 13, 15, 25, and 31. That such rights are now enshrined in 
the Declaration does not, of course, mean that the states of the 
world will universally honor and defend the exercise of such 
rights by indigenous peoples.

The Historic Preservation Framework
From a tribal perspective, places of religious and cultural 

importance matter because they are just that—sacred and cul-
turally important. In the United States, however, the law 
does not offer protection for tribal sacred places just because 
they are sacred. The American Indian Religious Freedom Act 
(AIRFA), 42 U.S.C. § 1996, does proclaim that it is national 
policy to protect the freedom of Native American people to 
exercise their traditional religions, including access to sites, 
and Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites, 61 Fed. Reg. 
26771 (May 24, 1996), directs each land managing federal 
agency to “(1) accommodate access to and ceremonial use of 
Indian sacred sites by Indian religious practitioners and (2) 
avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity of such sacred 
sites.” But neither AIRFA nor Executive Order 13007 gives 
rise to enforceable rights. See Cohen’s Handbook of Federal 
Indian Law § 14.03[2][c][B] (2012 edition).

Federal law, however, does offer tribes certain procedural 
rights if such places also hold historic significance and if such 
places are threatened by federal actions or other actions that 
involve federal funding. Indian tribes are increasingly using 

In the United States, the law 
does not offer protection 
for tribal sacred places just 
because they are sacred.
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Evaluating and Documenting Traditional Cultural 
Properties (hereinafter “Bulletin 38”), available at www.nps.
gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb38/. The term “traditional 
cultural property” (TCP) refers to a particular kind of historic 
property that is “eligible for inclusion in the National Regis-
ter because of its association with cultural practices or beliefs 
of a living community that (a) are rooted in that community’s 
history, and (b) are important in maintaining the continuing 
cultural identity of the community.” Bulletin 38, at 1.

Bulletin 38 explains how a TCP may be eligible for the 
National Register under one or more of the four criteria. For 
example, the word “events” in Criterion A may be interpreted 
to include events that, according to tribal oral traditions, “may 
have occurred in a time before the creation of the world as 
we know it.” Bulletin 38, at 13. Similarly, the word “persons” 
in Criterion B can refer not just to “persons whose tangible, 
human existence can be inferred on the basis of historical, eth-
nographic, or other research [but also] to ‘persons’ such as gods 
and demigods who feature in the traditions of a group.” Id. Just 
as archaeological sites may be eligible for the National Regis-
ter under Criterion D for the information such sites may yield 
about history and prehistory, places that hold religious and 
cultural significance for tribes may be found eligible under Cri-
terion D when appropriate research methods are used. Bulletin 
38 suggests the methods of “ethnographic, archeological, soci-
ological, folkloric, or other studies.” Id. at 14.

In addition to guidance from NPS, the Advisory Council 
has also issued guidance documents, including Consultation 
with Indian Tribes in the Section 106 Review Process: A 
Handbook (hereinafter ACHP Handbook), available at www.
achp.gov/nap.html. The ACHP Handbook stresses that the 
term “traditional cultural property” is not used in the statute, 
but, rather, the factor that gives rise to the statutory right to be 
consulted is that the proposed undertaking might affect a his-
toric property that holds “religious and cultural significance” 
for an Indian tribe. 16 U.S.C. § 470a(d)(6). In other words, a 
TCP is but one kind of historic property that holds religious 
and cultural significance, and a historic property need not be 
a TCP for a tribe to have the right to be consulted. Neverthe-
less, many places that are important to tribes can properly be 
designated TCPs, and, as such, the term has come into rather 
widespread use.

Because the NHPA was enacted nearly fifty years ago, the 
historic preservation efforts of federal agencies in identify-
ing previously unknown historic properties, in planning for 
the management of public lands, and in making decisions 
on undertakings, have tended to emphasize archaeological 
sites. There are likely a number of reasons for this. Archaeo-
logical sites are tangible and may be readily managed using 
time-tested mitigation approaches, such as avoidance or data 
recovery (i.e., excavation). The vast majority of archaeological 
sites that are determined to be eligible for the National Regis-
ter have been so evaluated under Criterion D, which addresses 
their potential to yield information. If a site cannot be avoided 
or otherwise preserved in situ in the face of some undertaking, 
excavation commonly takes place, and the site (as a manage-
ment concept) ceases to exist. While tribal consultation may 
take place, this is a process in which nonnative values take 
precedence in most cases. Even when archaeological sites are 
acknowledged to be associated with or significant to extant 
Native American tribes, the possibility that tribes may value 
these sites for their information potential is usually not seri-
ously considered (not to mention other aspects of National 
Register criteria).

Furthermore, archaeology has captured the broader public’s 
imagination and is readily accessible to the interested lay per-
son. As such, agency land managers may feel quite comfortable 
with such preservation decisions knowing that the public is 
receptive and may appreciate educational benefits. In contrast, 
from a tribal perspective the historic significance of a place, as 
embodied in stories and songs, is not readily accessible to the 
general public. While Tribes may find that sites are relevant in 
“recovering” knowledge about their historical landscapes or as 
teaching resources to reinforce cultural knowledge to younger 
generations, benefits to the broader public may not be appar-
ent. In addition, the information from a tribe’s oral tradition 
that may be divulged in the section 106 process may have 
confidentiality concerns attached and so may not be readily 
appropriate for public educational benefits.

Regardless of how the relative public benefit may be per-
ceived by federal land managers, at the beginning of the 
section 106 process, they are required to make a “reasonable 
and good faith effort to identify any Indian tribes or Native 
Hawaiian organizations that might attach religious and cul-
tural significance to historic properties in the area of potential 
effects and invite them to be consulting parties.” 36 C.F.R.  
§ 800.3(f)(2). At the step of identifying historic proper-
ties, the federal agency is required to seek information about 
potentially eligible properties from any such Indian tribe or 
Native Hawaiian organization. 36 C.F.R. § 800.4(a)(4). The 
identification step of the section 106 process is particularly 
important because many places that hold religious and cultural 
significance for an Indian tribe have not been identified and 
evaluated for National Register eligibility. Early identification 
is also important because fashioning acceptable mitigation for 
adverse impacts tends to present challenges. Such places tend 
to have ongoing importance. Unlike archaeological sites, miti-
gation by destruction is not an acceptable solution.

Traditional Cultural Properties
For identifying places of importance to tribes, a guidance 

document issued by NPS that has proven to be particularly 
useful is National Register Bulletin 38, Guidelines for 

It is not so much a particular 
place that matters but rather 
how that place fits within the 
landscape, how it connects to 

other important places, and 
what vistas can be taken in 

from within a place or when 
viewing it from a distance.
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One reason that treatment of landscapes “can be a struggle” 
may be that landscapes per se are not a kind of property that 
is explicitly eligible for the National Register. Landscapes, of 
course, can qualify as districts.

The NPS initiative on Native American Cultural Land-
scapes began with government-to-government consultation 
to consider the development of a new guidance document 
on the subject and the revision of Bulletin 38, or possibly the 
development of a single guidance document dealing with 
both subjects. NPS has also published a request for com-
ments on this initiative. NPS, Request for Comments, 77 Fed. 
Reg. 47,875 (Aug. 10, 2012); extension of comment period 
www.nps.gov/nr/publications/guidance/TCP_comments.
htm#extension.

The BLM has also become engaged in the preservation of 
landscapes, though for reasons other than their historic signifi-
cance. The National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) 
was established within the BLM by Secretarial Order in 2000 
and was given statutory authorization in the Omnibus Public 
Lands Management Act of 2009. Pub. L. NO. 111-11,  
§ 2002, 123 Stat. 1095. The reasons for establishing the NLCS 
are to “conserve, protect, and restore nationally significant 
landscapes that have outstanding cultural, ecological, and sci-
entific values for the benefit of current and future generations.” 
Id. The BLM has released a strategy document for how it plans 
to manage the NLCS, a document that, at many points, calls 
for the inclusion of tribes in implementing the strategy. BLM, 
The National Landscape Conservation System: 15-Year 
Strategy, 2010–2025 (2011), available at www.blm.gov/wo/st/
en/prog/blm_special_areas/NLCS.html.

While these federal agency landscape initiatives may 
be perceived by tribes as glimmers of hope, tribal staff, and 
THPOs know from experience that using the section 106 pro-
cess to protect TCPs is challenging. Trying to protect whole 
landscapes is bound to be even harder.

Another glimmer of hope can be seen in a multiagency 
Memorandum of Understanding “Regarding Interagency 
Coordination and Collaboration for the Protection of Indian 
Sacred Sites” (Dec. 2012) (Sacred Sites MOU), available at 
www.achp.gov/docs/SacredSites-MOU_121205.pdf. Among 
the actions that the agencies “agree to work together to 
accomplish” is to establish management practices that could 
include “Federal-tribal partnerships in conducting landscape 
level cultural geography assessments.” Id. In another recent 
development worth noting, the Department of Agriculture 
has released its Report to the Secretary of Agriculture. USDA 
Policy and Procedures Review and Recommendations: 
Indian Sacred Sites (Dec. 2012), available at www.fs.fed.us/
spf/tribalrelations/documents/sacredsites/SacredSitesFinalRe-
portDec2012.pdf.

Many, perhaps most, of the kinds of geographic areas 
included in the Hualapai Cultural Atlas may be consid-
ered TCPs. The Atlas does not, for the most part, include 
recorded archaeological sites. These are contained in a sepa-
rate but associated database, which involves different levels of 
recording and management practices. The archaeological site 
database includes more than 1,000 sites, some of which may 
also be considered TCPs. Although the HDCR has made much 
progress in developing the Atlas, it seems like only the begin-
ning. It will undoubtedly be the kind of job that can never 
be finished, always uncovering new sources of information, 
through archival research and through the continued partici-
pation of tribal elders and other knowledgeable individuals.

Prior to about twenty years ago, at least in the American 
Southwest, it was rare to hear of TCPs being given serious con-
sideration in management decisions on nonreservation lands. 
Only in the past decade or so has this consideration acceler-
ated to the point that attention to TCPs is now commonplace, 
albeit with varying sincerity and commitment. This variability 
can be found across agencies and with regional differences that 
seem to reflect political leanings, economic forces, and socio-
cultural trends. The growth in attention to TCPs on the part of 
federal agencies has largely resulted from tribes becoming more 
proactively engaged in the section 106 process. At least two fac-
tors have contributed to this phenomenon. First, the number of 
tribes achieving THPO status continues to increase, and tribes 
with THPO programs are more likely to be informed about 
undertakings on federal and state lands and are more likely to 
have staff to actively participate in review and consultation 
(although these tasks can become overwhelming financially and 
burdensome with limited personnel). Second, tribal govern-
ments have generally become more supportive of maintaining 
cultural resource programs, often aided by gaming or tourism-
related revenues. In the best circumstances, tribes and local 
federal land management agency offices have proactively fos-
tered constructive consultation practices and relationships.

Preservation at the Landscape Scale
The TCP concept has proven useful in providing recog-

nition for places that tribes consider important, but in some 
ways this approach falls short. In many cases, it is not so much 
a particular place that matters but rather how that place fits 
within the landscape, how it connects to other important 
places, and what vistas can be taken in from within a place or 
when viewing it from a distance. In recognition of such con-
cerns, the concept of Native American Traditional Cultural 
Landscapes has recently found a place on the agenda of both 
ACHP and NPS. As discussed by ACHP:

These large-scale properties are often comprised of mul-
tiple, linked features that form a cohesive “landscape.” 
The recognition, understanding, and treatment of such 
places can be a struggle for the nontribal or non-Native 
Hawaiian participants in the Section 106 process, partly 
due to the lack of experience in addressing such places 
and partly due to the lack of guidance regarding these 
traditional cultural landscapes.

ACHP, Native American Traditional Cultural Landscapes 
Action Plan (Nov. 23, 2011), available at www.achp.gov/
news10102011.html. 

The new wave of proposed 
wind farms and solar facilities 
present challenges on a 
different scale.
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The challenges to tribal cultural resources departments are 
great, however, and whether the signing of the Sacred Sites 
MOU or the release of the USDA Sacred Sites Report leads to 
real changes in the behavior of federal agencies remains to be 
seen. From a tribal perspective, representatives of federal and 
state agencies often seem to serve as brokers of sorts for devel-
opment projects and resource extraction industries, especially 
on lands managed with an ostensible “multiple-use” man-
date such as BLM lands and National Forests. Managers of 
such multiple use lands have allowed countless mines, oil and 
gas wells and pipelines, rock and gravel quarries, communica-
tions facilities, electricity transmission lines, and commercial 
forestry activities. Such facilities may scar the landscape for 
generations, although disruptions of cultural landscapes can 
sometimes be avoided or limited if tribal consultation occurs 
early enough.

The new wave of proposed wind farms and solar facilities, 
however, present challenges on a different scale. Such projects 
may occupy tens of thousands of acres. Although such projects 
can produce electric power without carbon dioxide emissions, 
tribes may still find them objectionable where they would disrupt 
cultural landscapes. Whether such adverse effects can be miti-
gated by measures short of choosing a different location remains 
to be seen. In any case, early tribal consultation is essential.

Contracting with Tribes
One way to engage a tribe early in the planning process is 

to pay for the tribe’s help in identifying historic properties. As 
explained in the ACHP Handbook, it is perfectly appropriate 
for an agency or applicant to pay a tribe for providing “spe-
cific information and documentation regarding . . . individual 
sites, or . . . to request that a survey be conducted by the tribe. 
In doing so, the agency or applicant is essentially asking the 
tribe to fulfill the duties of the agency in a role similar to that 
of a consultant or contractor.” ACHP Handbook, at 12. The 
Sacred Sites MOU calls for the signatory agencies to identify 
“contracting mechanisms for obtaining tribal expertise.” Sacred 
Sites MOU, at 3.

The Sacred Sites MOU also calls for the signatory agencies 
to develop “recommendations for addressing confidential-
ity concerns.” Id. at 2. One way to address confidentiality 
concerns is for contracts with tribes to treat documentation 
generated by a tribe as its intellectual property, in recogni-
tion, as provided in Article 31 of the Declaration, that tribes 
“have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their 
intellectual property over [their] cultural heritage, traditional 
knowledge and traditional cultural expressions.”

The Hualapai Cultural Atlas, which was initially sup-
ported through grants from NPS, is now sustained mainly 
through contract work, along with assorted grants. Originally 

conceived as a management tool for the Tribe’s THPO, the 
Atlas allows for efficient retrieval of information when federal 
agencies request consultation, usually related to some type of 
undertaking. As a GIS application, a buffer around the area 
of potential effect can be specified and a list of TCPs within 
that buffer identified. In practice, though, this becomes just 
a starting point. We have found that there is almost always a 
good likelihood that new places will be identified and addi-
tional knowledge about previously documented places will 
come to light. It was in light of this realization that the HDCR 
decided to pursue its own cultural resource studies in and sur-
rounding project areas, in order to present a more complete 
and nuanced picture of the cultural landscape. Not only might 
new places be identified, but a more appropriate evaluation of 
their significance can be developed. To this end, the HDCR 
has been fairly successful in obtaining funding (sometimes as a 
subcontractor) to conduct ethnohistorical and archaeological 
research. This approach has had positive results in that HDCR 
receives financial support for fieldwork and report preparation, 
which contrasts with typical section 106 consultation, where 
there are considerable financial and staffing burdens on tribal 
cultural departments. In addition to providing better informa-
tion for proposed undertakings, the contracting approach also 
helps in fashioning more appropriate mitigation measures to 
resolve potential adverse effects to TCPs.

As these efforts by HDCR continue, a cumulative aug-
mentation of the Cultural Atlas has taken place. Its scope has 
evolved from a management tool into a genuine tribal com-
munity resource. Like other Indian tribes, the Hualapai people 
face a host of challenges in maintaining and revitalizing their 
culture, and the Cultural Atlas is a profoundly important 
resource. While cultural survival is of primary importance to 
the Hualapai people, the larger American society benefits as 
well. America is enriched by the survival, and by the flourish-
ing, of each and every Indian tribe.  

There is almost always a  
good likelihood that new  

places will be identified and 
additional knowledge about 

previously documented places 
will come to light. 


